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License Agreement
The following license agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement") is between Webtex Software (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Vendor") and company or person purchasing Vendor’s software (hereinafter referred to as the "Client"). This agreement applies 
to all extensions, software, code, scripts (hereinafter referred to as the "Software") the Client purchases from Vendor.

General
By purchasing the Software the Client is asserting with the below-stated Terms and Conditions of the present Agreement, and agrees to use 
the Software in compliance with this Agreement. The Agreement comes into legal force at the moment when the Client orders Vendor’s 
Software from Vendor’s website or receives it through email or on any storage device.

Copyright
Vendor is the copyright holder of the Software. The Software or a portion of it is a copyrightable matter and is liable to protection by the law. 
Any activity that infringes terms of this Agreement violates copyright law and will be prosecuted according to the current law. Vendor reserves 
the right to revoke the license of any user who is holding an invalid license.

License
This Agreement gives the Client the right to use only one copy of the Software on one domain solely for Client’s own personal or business use, 
subject to all other terms of this Agreement. A separate license should be purchased for each new Software installation. Any distribution of the 
Software without Vendor’s consent, including noncommercial distribution is regarded as violation of this Agreement and entails liability, 
according to the current law. The Client may not use any part of the Software in any other software product or website. The Client may not 
give, sell, distribute, sub-license, rent, lease or lend any portion of the Software or it’s documentation to anyone. The Client may not place the 
Software on a server so that it is accessible via a public network such as Internet for distribution purposes.

Liability
The Vendor reserves the right to publish a selected list of users of Vendor’s Software. The Vendor will not be liable for any damages (including 
any loss of profits/savings, or incidental or consequential) affected the Client, Client’s information or business arising out of the use or inability 
to use the Software, purchased from the Vendor. The Vendor is not liable for any prosecutions arising from use of the Software against law or 
for any illegal use.

This Agreement
If the Client fails to use the Software in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, it constitutes a breach of the agreement, 
and the Client’s license to use the Software will be revoked. The Vendor reserves the right to change this Agreement and to impose its clauses 
at any time. This Agreement remains effective until terminated. The Vendor retains the right to terminate Client’s license to use the Software at 
any time, if in its sole discretion, the Client is not abiding the terms of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, obscuring or removing any 
link or copyright notice as specified in this Agreement. The Client may terminate it at any time by destroying all copies of the Software. 
Termination of this Agreement does not bind the Vendor to return the Client the amount spent for purchase of the Software, unless the Client 
claims the refund within 30-day period from the day of purchase.

Software Support Policy
The Vendor shall provide the Client with customer support and Software updates free of charge. The Client is entitled to report any errors and 
bugs he experiences while using the Software.

Return Policy
The Client may request a full refund for Software, purchased from the Vendor, within a 30-day period from the day of purchase. Within 5 days 
after the Vendor sends the refund to the Client, the Client is legally obliged to uninstall and remove the Software. Following services are non-
refundable: Magento installation services, design services, search engine optimization services, Magento customization services.

Copyright © 2011 Webtex Software
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Extension Description
Generate and Apply Multiple Coupons extension empowers Magento store owners to create any 

number of coupons per shopping cart price rule, and also allows users to apply multiple coupons in 

shopping cart. 

The extension dramatically boosts Magento’s default coupon functionality and makes working with coupon 

codes much more easy, efficient, and seamless. Coupon code generation and export mechanism will save 

a whole bunch of time, if you say need to create a lengthy list of coupon codes and pass it to a third party.  

Features
• Ability to create/generate any number of coupons for a given price rule

• Ability to edit/remove each coupon code, even generated ones

• Ability to export coupons into CSV or XML

• Ability to allow customers to use multiple coupon codes in cart at once (admin is able to deactivate 

this feature from extension settings)

• Admin can generate coupon codes based on a certain pattern, like: ‘XMAS-123’, ‘XMAS-

321’, etc., making coupon code partly static (‘XMAS’), and partly random-generated (‘123’, ‘321’). 

Coupon code patterns are highly customizable.

• Ability to specify Uses per Coupon, and Uses per Customer for each coupon, along with Uses per 

Customer for the whole price rule.
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Extension Installation and Configuration
1. Unpack and copy all extension files to the Magento root folder.

2. In Magento Admin Panel navigate to System→Cache Management. Select and refresh all cache 

types.

3. Navigate to System→Configuration→Webtex→Info section. There you should find Generate and 

Apply Multiple Coupons extension in the list of installed extensions.

4. This is it! Extension has successfully been installed.
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Working with the Extension
1. Extension Front-end

Customers can apply as many coupons as they want in shopping cart. Also they may cancel coupons if 
they need to.

2. Extension Back-end

To enable/disable the customers’ ability to apply multiple coupons at once, go to System –> 
Configuration –> WEBTEX –> Generate and Apply Multiple Coupons –> Allow to Apply Multiple 
Coupons:

To generate multiple coupons, go to the Promotions->Shopping Cart Price Rules. Click “Add New 
Rule”, and choose Coupon->Specific Coupon.
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A new tab Coupons appears in the left menu. On that page you will can create/generate/see/edit all 
your coupons.

• To create a single coupon, you just need to not use ‘#’ and ‘@’ characters when entering the 
coupon code into “Coupon Code Pattern” field.

• To generate 2 or more coupons, use ‘#’ and ‘@’ characters to specify the pattern you would like 
to have, and also specify the number of coupons that you need to be created (input of 
'SALE###@@@' will lead to something like input 'SALE926FDH'). 
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 After creating, you will see the list of your coupons for this shopping price rule. You may export, delete 
and edit all coupons.
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Getting Help and Support
All our extensions come with free customer support and future extension updates.

If you’ve stumbled upon any issues during work with our extension, feel free to send us a message through 

our contact form: http://www.webtexsoftware.com/contacts, or by email: support@webtexsoftware.com.

If you need some special functionality to be created, please let us know at sales@webtexsoftware.com. 

We’ll do our best to help you!
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